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When the sea god’s only son is told his fated mate is the marine biologist of his extremely wet dreams, Reef
is beyond thrilled. Unfortunately, becoming human is harder than he thought, and if he doesn’t get the Arian
Prince to acknowledge their blossoming love, he could become nothing but sea foam.

In this next story of the Cob Brothers, Swan Prince meets the Little Merman, and the stakes have never been
higher as the battle over Aria continues to spill over to Earth.
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From Reader Review The Swimming Swan for online ebook

Adrianamae, Marco's fan says

meh

Alina Neac?u says

“I’m in so much trouble.”
She’d lost Prince Dack. Not only was he the youngest, but his brothers were also fanatically protective of
him.
With a shaky hand, Petra sent herself back to the princes. Maybe she’d take the long way, like through Maui.

Ter says

Parts of this is very funny, I really liked it.
Ends with a hanger. And Unfortunately can't find anything to say when the next one comes out. :(

Chris says

Fluffy m/m paranormal romance about a merman come to land to meet his mate, who he doesn't know is a
swan prince.

Diane says

The second book in the Stephani Hecht/Amber Kell series about a set of brothers cursed by their sister in her
attempts to take control of their kingdom on Aria.

This is Fisher Cobb's story and his fated other half, Reef, a merman who chooses a mortal life to be with
Fisher. The part that you don't find out here, and it will be interesting if it comes up in future books, is that
Reef's father sent him to go find his human mate with a ring to protect him, some gold and sand dollars, that
he is to use and his father will help him. Now, it comes out that there have been times in the past when
Pontus, Reef's father, wanted to manipulate an alliance between his family and that of Aria. He sent Reef on
his quest saying that his success or failure was important to the future of their world as well as Aria's, but
that was put into question with some of what Reef found out once he was out of the water.

This book also brings in the character of Xanthi, an exiled fairy who has been stripped of most of his powers,
but is also helping Petra, the non-official fairy godmother of the princes, Xanthi is Reef's first person he
meets after his transformation and who helps him, then goes on to help Reef and Fisher.



The darkness from Aria is catching up to them faster now and it becomes even more imperative that they
find their other earth bound brother, Kedrik so they can go back to Aria to get their kingdom back!

Reef is an absolute sweetheart and possibly my favorite character of the three books so far, Xanthi is pretty
close because there is so much more to him than he presents!
Looking forward to how this unfolds with the rest of the series.

Nikko says

I loved this one too though not too happy the way Jimmy and Fisher's relationship ended.. But it was a great
read...

Janell says

[get more clues to

Michi Rosa says

I'm more and more in love with this series.
Many lines int his one made me laugh. Reef is just sooo loveable.

T Silver says

I was hoping that the fairy would be the star of this book. Well I was wrong (it doesn't happen often). What a
huge disappointment this book was. Every other sentence, there was a cliché, a sappy conversation, or pure
delusion.

Anirbas says

LOL i was laughing so hard when the sea god son kissed many swans x'D

Julesmarie says

[And the sex scene with him in the car driving and then watching just made me uncomfortable (hide spoiler)]



TS says

I was hoping that the fairy would be the star of this book. Well I was wrong (it doesn't happen often). What a
huge disappointment this book was. Every other sentence, there was a cliché, a sappy conversation, or pure
delusion.

Phaney says

It tickled me.
It helps that I was not trying to look for logic here; instead I found stuff that I found funny, or turns of phrase
I particularly enjoyed in the given context.

While he’d only just met Petra, he had a sneaking suspicion she was equal parts kelp flake and
air bubble.

Okay, that’s a good one. Really good. Fishy, even.

Porpoises cavorted in Reef’s stomach as nerves took over.

Someone was having fun with this. I love it.

If Fisher really didn’t like Reef, then there is no way he would have been left alone in the
house, especially since they’d just met. Reef could be a vandal, thief, or worse, he could be a
fish killer and do in all the inhabitants in Fisher’s aquarium.

*snort* Awesome.

I am not entirely sure that all events and timeframes and exchanges of knowledge with Petra match the
previous volume, but that’s all right.
Likewise, this story is not going to work for a fan of erotica. The sex mostly is as abbreviated as everything
else. No sensuality or build-up or even all that much in the way of description. One might argue that this
doesn’t even work as a romance.
For something like this I feel oddly okay with all that. It’s pure fairy tale. Maybe that should be its own
category.
Plus it’s cute.

In fact, I am having so much fun with this that I’m beginning to be seriously mopey about the fact that the
next volume will be all there is. While it’s in no way perfect, a series like this deserves have a conclusion.



Wendy Willis says

Good series

I enjoyed the story. waiting for the rest of the series. hope they arrive soon and that I don't miss any.


